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Volunteers make Harvest House VIII a success in Shelton
SHELTON - Valley United Way’s Corporate
Volunteer Council and 182 volunteers joined
together last week to build Harvest House at the
Riverwalk.
Local corporations, the United Way’s High
School Volunteer Council and Youth Leadership
Program and area volunteers built the 400square foot house.
Volunteers took food off the shelves, boxed it up,
and loaded the trucks to deliver food to local
pantries.
Food insecurity is a real issue in the Valley and
the goal of the CVC is to make the greatest
impact.
The CVC found that in 2005, food lasted on
pantry shelves for three or four months.
However, by 2013, there was a significant drop in that number. It was
one of the first indicators the Valley was facing a
food insecurity issue.
CVC Chairs, Carolyn Cutaneo and Carol Pendagast
said, “Valley United Way is leading the charge with
programs to end food insecurity in the Valley.”
The CVC first addressed this issue in 2005 when
members built the first Harvest House. It was
originally a bi-annual
project, but recent data
shows the need for food
in Valley pantries is
greater than ever.
So the CVC did a “Call to
Action” and launched the build as an annual event.
Knowing this the CVC created a special website where people can
donate cans and boxes of food any time of the day or night. It’s a
virtual Harvest House build. See it here: https://
valleyunitedway.org/shopping/
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“Building Harvest House VIII with the mission of feeding
Valley families who are in need demonstrates that the CVC is
tackling hunger,” said Patricia Tarasovic, VP Valley United
Way.
As the Valley United Way learned more about the issues with
food insecurity inthe Valley, and with the help of generous
sponsors and donors, volunteers made it possible for the
neighborhoods in Ansonia, Derby, Seymour, and Oxford to
start community gardens.
The gardens were built to help food insecure residents obtain
fresh fruit and vegetables.
“Grow Your Own” is a neighborhood
program that was established three
years ago. The gardens consist of
plants, soil, and tools provided to
Valley residents in need for backyard
gardening.
Today, the 10 locations of the
community gardens will reach and
serve a greater number of people.
Learn more at:
www.valleyunitedway.org

The Friends of the Ansonia Library
3rd Annual Tea Social and Auction

Catherine Coffin

Molly Pitcher

Prudence Crandall

Mother Jones

with a special presentation of

“American Heroines”

A One Woman Act performed by Singer and
Actress

Patty Carver
Sunday, 14 October 2018
1:00 PM – 4:00 PM

The Ansonia Library
53 South Cliff Street

203-734-6275

fotalansonia@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/Friends-of-theAnsonia-Library-452999391440987/
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